Stop the Mop.

KAIVAC® UNIVAC™ SYSTEM

K A I VA C ® U N I VA C ™ C L E A N I N G S Y S T E M

CLEANER, SAFER FLOORS
Don’t let dirty, greasy floors drive customers and employees away — or cause
them to fall. The UniVac system is designed to tackle even the most built up
grime that antiquated mops just can’t. Developed using rigorous scientific
measurement, it gets floors clean enough to eat from.
Just dispense solution through the throttle spigot, rapidly spread it across the floor with the ergo speed
scrubber and vacuum up all the soil and water, and… DONE. It’s truly that simple. Floors are left clean, 		
dry and hygienic, reducing cost and cleaning times, conserving water and chemicals, and decreasing
slip-and-fall accidents to create a safer working environment. Plus, the ease of use, time savings and
improved ergonomics make it an employee favorite.
Kind of a no-brainer, right?

SEE THE UNIVAC
IN ACTION

FEATURES + BENEFITS
+	Reduces cleaning times and chemical
costs while producing better results
+ U
 p to 60x better at removing soil
and contaminants than mopping
+ R
 educes the risk of costly slip-and-fall
accidents
+	Cuts water use by up to 75%, and
reduces chemical use by 2/3 or more
+	Easy to maintain and repair —
no technician needed
+	Optimized for high grease
environments like food service
and industrial facilities
+	Also great for restroom floors, grouted
floors, flood recovery, spill pick-up and
weather-related cleaning

KAIVAC UNIVAC
CLEANING SYSTEM
The Univac system offers a simple approach to

ONE-PIECE VACUUM WAND
WITH GROUT BRUSH AND
SQUEEGEE HEAD

cleaner, safer floors in a nimble single-piece
package, ideal for congested areas with limited
storage. Its extreme cleaning capabilities

Allows users to deep clean
grouted floors and under
equipment and seating.

enable hygienic results in even the heaviest
soil and grease conditions, leaving floors really
clean and bone dry.

POWERFUL WET VACUUM
Thoroughly removes soils
and contaminants.

VARIABLE FLOW SPIGOT (NOT SHOWN)

CRUSH-PROOF HOSE

Manages exact amount of solution
dispensed to the floor, maximizing
efficiency while producing better results.

Allows the vacuum to
reach near and far.

1O-GALLON SOLUTION/
RECOVERY TANK

EASY-FLUSHING
DUMP HOSE

Holds 10 gallons of solution in tank.
Minimizes footprint for easy
storage and maneuverability.

Allows quick and
ergonomic draining of
vacuum tank contents into
a suitable toilet or sink.

ERGONOMIC
SPEED SPREADER
Rapidly spreads the cleaning 		
solution that was dispensed
through the spigot.

Protected by multiple US patents. Multiple patents pending.

FLEXIBLE
POWER OPTIONS
LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

CORDED

Allows free and quick movement at any
time of the day throughout the facility.

Optional AC model and GFCI extension
cord enables long-range cleaning.

See kaivac.com for more information and complete specifications

Save time. Save money.
Build your business with the power of clean.
Call Kaivac today for a free consultation at 800-287-1136
or visit us online at kaivac.com
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